We are inviting **coders, linguists** and (product) **designers** to join us for a one day Hackathon around Natural Language Technology and Text Mining large datasets (e.g. Sentiment analysis, Named Entity Recognition). There’s a large collection of state of the art webservices, datasets and APIs available of which all "core" developers are present to help you get started. This is your chance to kickstart your next big idea, see if the technology can help your research or your company, or simply enjoy the newest of the newest in language technology for a day.

**Where:** Studio K, Timorplein 62, 1094 CC, Amsterdam  
**When:** Tuesday 2nd of juli  
**Time:** 10:00 - 18:00 (...And let’s go for drinks and pizza)

Please let us know if you're planning to come at:  
https://www.facebook.com/events/185717298261349/
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